
THE RABBITS JOHN MARSDEN ESSAY HELP

The main point of The Rabbits is to create an emotional response, and help us Why did Marsden choose to display his
work in allegorical form, as opposed to of John Marsden and illustrator Shaun Tan, literature essays, quiz questions.

The first page depicts a pristine Australia with vivid blue sky and red earth but as the British begin their
colonisation, introducing vehicles and technology into the country, the blue of the sky slowly fades as the dirty
pollution takes over sucking up the colour of the land as well. The words are deliberately situated in such a
way that they symbolize the altitude of vegetation further accentuating its significance. Thinking about a
particular historical subject is one such point of departure, the past being a strange place open to interpretation,
which affects how you see the present. The cover of the picture book The Rabbits demonstrates this through
the illustrations that a younger audience would interpret literally. He has a Masters in Literature and Creative
Writing and is passionate about poetry, engaging student's creativity and providing them with a voice of their
own. The fact of Australia's invasion by Europeans was for me resource material in creating an entirely
imaginary world, one which is parallel rather than symbolic like a political cartoon. Through the use of visual
techniques, picture books have the ability to also address complex ideas that an older audience would interpret
due to their wider range of knowledge; this is due to the various references the composer makes regarding the
historic context behind the story. To draw in a realistic fashion with this in mind wouldn't work; what would
realistic mean? Another techniques used in image is the juxtaposition and irony between the huge machine and
the tiny rabbit who is controlling it. To what extent was John involved, and was there any true collaboration,
or were you just handed the manuscript? Their children were safe and cared for, they had their cultures and
customs set into place, until the "rabbits" came. To add to this the modest red flags in the opening underscore
Europeans colonisation to a much higher extent. Obviously surrealists such as De Chirico and Ernst enter
somewhere, as with Australian artists such as Streeton, Williams, Olsen, Whiteley, Nolan, Boyd, Smart and
Drysdale, whose paintings communicate in different ways with my own experience of a landscape that's both
lyrical and ambiguous, and epic in proportion. I guess Rabbits offered the potential for some really sustained
inventiveness, more so than any other commissioned work I've so far encountered. Do you have to become
obsessed before you can make it your own? Consequently, the huge buildings are held up by weak foundations
that convey the idea of the foundation of the British being weak. The low modality demonstrates to the
audience the viewpoint, of which the The colour representation further enhances the audience to witness the
European For instance, some of your renderings seem to echo Fred Williams or Brett Whiteley. As we read
and view The Rabbits we become aware very quickly that the story is, in fact, an allegory telling the story of
white rabbits invading a country inhabited by marsupials but also the story of white invasion of Australia.
Personally, I've found it stimulating in the sense that I'm forced to go in directions you otherwise wouldn't
Newton's first law comes to mind - about inertia. Thus Tan presents us with a visual allegory of the rabbit
society as manipulative and un-relentless nature. Our theme is surviving what life can throw at you. It
provides a less tainted story to develop ideas upon, and by reducing the tale to a simple story, the messages are
much more easily defined by all. Tan reinforces this irony through the use of unnatural colour on the page
with the sheep and cows suggesting to us that the mass production of non-native animals for food is unnatural
and is destroying the natural food sources of the land through pollution and overstocking. As stated before,
there are many references to early Australian events in the text, which most people educated on the subject can
recognize. Both text and image conveys an overall sense of bewilderment and anxiety as native numbat-like
creatures witness the environmental devastation under the wheels of a strange new culture, represented by the
rabbits. We follow the narrators of the marsupials, who gradually have their land taken from them and their
natural land destroyed by the rabbits. There are some elements such as the clock, the flared pipe, the vector
lines of the flag echoes by pipe building and strip mining , the unseen 'queen rabbit', and a recurrence of
optical devices, which all have implicit but clear meanings. Consequently, it is evident that picture books have
the ability to reflect simple ideas through its salient imagery allowing younger audiences to understand the
purpose of narrative. Well, I hope everything is self-evident at some level, if not immediately. Collectively
both the goanna as well as the rodent represent the sad issue of the European overriding the Aboriginals since
they have declared Australia as their own because the white pavement shows the Australians as they are white.
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I was concentrating mostly on giving each illustration have its own individual resonance, each sentence being
a title for a particular painting, so most devices are contained that way. The main point of The Rabbits is to
create an emotional response, and help us relate to the Aboriginal people. When they are perfectly mated, you
get something more What other devices if any did you employ that may not be immediately obvious? The
drawings are clearly from the marsupial perspective, showing the rabbits as tall, rigid figures, and their
machines as needlessly intricate and large. The use of simulacra allows the machines to appear as a rabbits
head, consuming the land. I don't really think about making things 'my own'.


